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constructing space
largely neglected, maudit, home of 
acquired disgust, stigmatized ol-
factoric rollercoaster, bluebottles, dim 
agony, accoustic embarassements, 
filth, slippery at times.let’s go for that:
let’s unbigottedly construct
overloo ks, spaces to let some 
three of our musculii sphincterii
dignifiedly relax  in an environment 
of splendid constructive detail and 
elaborate requirement-profile- 
responsive materiality.

location
chapman’s nek, wc/za 

didactic approach
subject questioning the (ab)use of 
scarce drinking water to turn potent 
natural fertilizer into sewage. ques-
tioning habituated un-ergonomic 
positions and situations. questioning 
instilled demands for privacy and 
unlearned desires for visual con-
trol. questioning the permanence of 
architecture. content non-generic 
buidling typology/location/require-
ment-profile to demand for super-
specific responsive design-devel-
opment instead of antetype-klones/
derrivates format individual design 
development with teamwork-based 
analytical foreplay + a site-expedition. 

interim pin-up and one ӝ six healthcheck 
rapid-fire peer on peer reports. guest 
talks. full integration with technology 
course.

concept & context
01 sow your ideas out into the field
02  immerse yself in that other habitat
03 requirementprofiles
04 continue unfinished business
05 blendin’in
06 object/space/inbetween
07 the easy way is always mined
08 the right way
09 materialistic approach
10 help, dont act!
11 value systems
12 open your ears wide
13 only here
14  enjoy havg not a plan where to go
15 using potentials
16 topography is your friend
17 can you imagin the opposite?
18 where is it needed the most?
19 identify the right spot
20 nongenericness
21 i do it out of habit, not addiction
22 let it guide you
23 dont land

requirements
two toilets one sink
life span: 10 a

the river
they shit in a river, dump battery acid 
in a stream, they watch dead rats 
wash up on the beach, 
and complain if they can’t swim ...
»last great american whale«
lou reed, 1989

hands
have you noticed that there are two 
kinds of men? those who have a 
clean cock, and wash their hands 
before pissing so as not to dirty it, 
and those who have a dirty cock, 
which they touch while pissing and 
get their hands dirty, which they wash 
afterwards. ...
»détective«, jean-luc godard, 1985

research/context
excrement urine/faeces/separ-
ation strategies/systems: clean/
evac/position/wet/dry c/e/sitting/
semisq./squatting stats world/
safrica dimensions za building 

regulations m/f/d/neufert m/f/d/cent-
livres m/f/d/universal design case 
studies a350-800/1000 eco/latrinae, 
ostia/it, 700 bc/toilet, iss, thermo-
sphere,1998, nasa/roskosmos/esa/
csa/jaxa/public toilet, public toilet 
groningen/nl, rem koolhaas, 市原市/
日本, 2013, fujimoto sou products 
ceramic/stainless steel toilet

airbus toilet, howard/defty/khaas/bokoda/
waggie
soyuz toilet, maksym kozlenko, cc by-sa 4.0

on-site exhibition: ascend to chapman‘s nek 
on north-westerly route
photo: niven stanley

brief development, scribble, js; chapman‘s 
peak & nek from overhead hout bay, from 
overhead long beach/kommeitje; photos: js
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while climbing
one discovers a shiny object 
in the not too far distance

one gets the urge 
to find out what it is

into the ground – out of the ground chinenye chukwuka
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the concept of this public restroom 
is to reflect as much of the beauty  
of the natural surroundings  
on the chapman’s neck hike  
in an unexpected and unusual way

into the ground – out of the ground gemma dobrin
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into the ground – out of the ground nchima kamwendo
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into the ground – out of the ground louis maarsingh



goliath symmetry extruded from earth
no apologies
dark mass disrupting natural order
man leaves mark
claiming
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stereotomy & tectonic simon muller
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stereotomy & tectonic tilanie oettle
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stereotomy & tectonic mxolisi sibusiso moyo



extension and restoration
basis of idea/concept looks at the 
site, and taking note that the rocks/
rocky edges on site have disintegra-
ted ofer time, due to weathering. 
thus idea looks to replenish part or 
fht site and somwwhat extend it to its 
previous state. a deck is introduced, 
extending from the edge to cantile-
ver over the slopint. 
the design is inspired by arts and 
crafts, particularaly, indigenous 
architecture (african craft). the 
toilet uses a dry clean and 
dry evacuation
system.
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collective objects & systems naa-ilah brown
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collective objects & systems brigitte maas
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collective objects & systems ben defty

to contrast the sites environment 
using the characteristics of form, 
colour and materiality.
the design was further influenced by 
chapman‘s peak weather conditions 
such as wind and rainfall.
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geomorphology & topology poloko leteka



nature, structure, aesthetics
stereotomic geomorphology

project questions:
1 environment
2 geography
3 society
4 geology
5 nature
6 economy
7 politics
8 energy

materials
a granite & limestone
b timber

construction technology
monolithic stereotomic
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geomorphology & topology micha stiller

a homogeneous integrated, 
and inconspicious building 
that is mimetic to the landscate 
it inhabits
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geomorphology & topology dylan tejada
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privacy & metabolism sofia briel

public vs private
a public toilet is a space that belongs 
to everyone, yet when you enter,  
the bathroom you temporarily claim 
this public space as your own private 
space. this concept of this public 
toilet is to make you very aware that 
you are claiming a space, by making 
the user an active part of this.  

the user must physically build up the 
space around them in order to use 
it, while at the same time having the 
freedom to personalize this space  
to their preference of privacy  
vs. view. completely exposed/pulled 
up entirely and censored / semi-ex-
posed, can see out but bottom  
half is private.

individual vs community
»the irony of defecation is that it is a 
solitary business yet its repercussions 
are plural and public.«  

the act of using a toilet feels  
personal and public but it has a  
significant impact on society and  
the environment. 

the concept is to make the user 
abundandly clear of where the  
resources come from and where  
the waste goes, by exposing  
and deconstructing the toilet.
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